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POLITICAL SCIENCE 

QUARTERLY 

A THEORY OF HISTORY 
[Copyright I920, by Franklin H. Giddings. All rights reserved.] 

HERE may have been theories of history before The 
Book of the Dead was compiled. The title itself of 
that cheerful Nilitic document suggests that there were. 

Perhaps there will be theories of history after the Adams family 
has been forgotten, although this is more doubtful. That there 
will be comprehensive (and plausible) philosophies of history 
after the intellectual remains of Friedrich Hegel and Karl Marx 
have been cremated, is highly probable. 

Speculation is here piquant and more or less alluring, but 
profitless. Turning, therefore, to the record of occurrence, 
one remarks that the historical theories of history are nearly as 
numerous as historians. Paradoxically, however, their histor- 
icity lies almost wholly in the circumstance that they are facts 
of record. So far as intellectual content goes they are phil- 
osophy rather than history, and the outstanding ones have been 
evolved by philosophers, not brought forth by historians. The 
reason, of course, is simple. History primarily is factual de- 
tail, and altogether concrete. Secondarily it ventures, timor- 
ously, upon generalization. It depicts " situations ", "general 
aspects ", and "trends ". In so doing it becomes, in modest 
measure, philosophy or (sadly or gladly) sociology! 

No fault can be found, therefore, with sociologists of the 
shameless sort if, to conserve energy, they generalize further 
and examine the theories of history not individually, in every 
instance, but usually by kinds or types. 

From Plato to Comte and from Comte to the Adams brothers 
one encounters five distinct type groups of theories of history. 

493 
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The first group comprises the predestinational philosophies 
of the metaphysicians, theological and other. In the second 
group fall the philosophies of social self-determination. Plato's 
view, by his own account of it, was a hybrid. In part the gods 
arrange human affairs, in part men freely plan and freely 
achieve. A third group of interpretations goes back to geo- 
graphical or "environmental" influence. The writings of 
Montesquieu remain the classical example, but the painstaking 
researches of present-day workers like Ellen C. Semple and 
Ellsworth Huntington are building a more substantial structure. 

Theories of the fourth group explain history in terms of 
heritage (not heredity). Heritage is the total product (and 
by-product) of human activity hitherto which we now enjoy. 
It includes our acquired habits (in distinction from our orig- 
inal instinctive nature), our arts, our knowledge and our prop- 
erty. Piling up and distributing heritage, history cuts its own 
tortuous channel, as a river does when it scours mud and gravel 
from one bank to contribute it to the other. In their several 
and unlike ways Comte, Buckle and Karl Marx interpret his- 
tory in terms of heritage. Comte sees mankind moving from 
a theological through a metaphysical into a positive or scientific 
intellectual habit. Buckle corrects naive resolutions of history 
into geography and climate by calling in a secondary or cultural 
environment, antecedent or contemporaneous. The Marxian 
" materialistic " interpretation, notwithstanding the mistaken 
and extravagant claims that have been made for it, is material- 
istic in a moral sense of the word only. It is an attempt to 
account for all that has happened or can happen to socially 
organized mankind by the aggregation and functioning of 
property. 

The working hypotheses that make up our fifth, and for the 
time being last, group of philosophies of history, are modern. 
They are chapters out of the book of cosmic dynamics. They 
account for the stream of human experience as the solar sys- 
tem or a thunder storm is accounted for, as a case of equilibra- 
tion. Herbert Spencer and Brooks Adams, leaving nothing to 
imagination, resolve it into a degradation of physical energy. 
Individual biologists and bio-anthropologists, taking the degra- 
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dation of energy for granted, see history as heredity and natural 
selection. Taking physics and biology both for granted, I am 
writing these pages to intimate, and perhaps gently to argue, 
that human history is a psychological, or behavioristic, equi- 
libration. 

The premise merely, or datum, from which this intimation 
and this argument must proceed is not new. Modern fashion 
denies it and sneers at it. The premise is that men are not 
born equal, and from the beginning of time never have been. 
Or, in the language of dynamics, it is that just as heat energy 
is not uniformly distributed in space, and therefore radiates 
from molecules in lively motion upon molecules in sluggish 
motion; and just as physiological vitality is not uniformly dis- 
tributed among stocks and races, and therefore some stocks are 
either driven to the wall or are kept alive by such as bear the 
infirmities of the weak; so behavioristic reaction to stimulation, 
whether it is an instinctive or a rational reaction, impulsive or 
forecasting, is more alert and more tireless, more ranging and 
more varied, more modifiable and more adaptive, better corre- 
lated and better coordinated on the part of some aggregations 
of men than it is on the part of other aggregations; and, there- 
fore, practical activity spills over from alert populations, alert 
component groups and alert constituent classes, upon sluggish 
populations, sluggish component groups and sluggish classes. 
When the overflow began history began, when it ceases history 
will end. 

Whether a theory exploitive of this premise will prove to 
be, as pure science, more illuminating or more clarifying than 
other theories of history have been, I am not sure; I hope it 
may. But if it is true, or as far as it is true, it has a pragmatic 
value that should obtain for it a patient hearing. The whole 
world at present is intellectually muddled and morally be- 
devilled. It is trying to reconstruct society upon a hypotheti- 
cal equality of all mankind. If it succeeds, it will destroy his- 
toric achievement from the beginning, and will send mankind 
to percdition. 

My venture, therefore, is an adventure; but before I and 
such as will go with me set forth upon it let us linger self- 
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indulgently a moment (for it is a pleasurable thing to do) 
upon history in its concreteness, as it appeals to imagination 
and our love of mere narration. 

History is a scenario and a play, a swiftly moving film and a 
drama in which every human passion contends with every 
other, brutally or intellectually, upon the stage of life. More 
than this, history is also a prodigious creative effort, tremend- 
ous beyond our power to conceive it, and an achievement over- 
whelming to our finite ability to appraise. And always, whether 
as scenario or as play or yet as achievement, history is a story, 
holding in every generation the interest of childhood and of 
age. 

Like all good stories it begins in medias res, that is to say, 
when' men have lived long enough and have learned enough to 
leave written records of their doings. It begins, so far as our 
present knowledge goes, in Egypt and in Sumer. 

But also, like all good stories, when history has introduced 
its characters it goes back, and more or less accounts for them, 
telling us something of their previous occupations and experi- 
ences, their interests, their associations and peregritnations, and 
how they happened to arrive in the situation where we have 
encountered them. This chapter in the story of history is 
now-a-days called prehistory, and because we have no written 
records to extract it from, it is essentially a film of scenes 
rather than a play, in the truer sense of the word. The mater- 
ials for it have been obtained from geology and biology, an- 
thropology and archaeology. 

As the reel begins to move we see sluggish rivers, and trop- 
ical trees alive with monkeys that have learned how to throw 
things and so, from safe distance, to beat off dangerous ene- 
mies that would make short work of them in the close-up fight- 
ing of bodily contact. Then we see apes, bigger and possibly 
more clever than the gorillas and chimpanzees that survive in 
our menageries. -They can stand almost erect and fight with 
clubs as well as throw stones. They can build of sticks rough 
habitations for their young and are not afraid to shuffle about 
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on the ground. Their bones are found all the way from 
Farther India to Southwestern Europe. Presently, in tertiary 
Java, we see Pithecanthropus Erectus, a brute so like an ape 
and yet so like a man that comparative anatomists hesitate to 
say for certain whether he is a primate only or truly homo 
sapiens. In any case he is a " link ", no longer " missing ", be- 
tween man and his progenitors, and so we leave him. 

Now on the screen come bones-only bones-but they 
stimulate imagination. The Heidelberg jaw, the Piltdown skull, 
the Neanderthal skull-these are remains of man. Of this 
there is no doubt, and as a series they exhibit our kind pro- 
gressively losing simian traits and, throughout one hundred 
thousand years after another, becomlng the human species to 
which we ourselves belong. 

From this point on we see things that early man makes, his 
artifacts: weapons, tools and utensils, and the places where he 
makes them and leaves them. At first, with his mate and chil- 
dren, his sisters and brothers, and their mates and children, he 
lives in the woods, along river margins, as numerous little sav- 
age hordes of the lowest type live today in the Andaman 
Islands, in tropical Africa and in Brazil; or they wander off in 
the bush, as Australians and Bushmen do. They hunt and fish 
and build habitations of boughs not much better than the 
gorilla's. Arrowheads and spearheads they make by roughly 
chipping flints. They weave mats of shredded bark and rude 
baskets of osiers and reeds. 

They are widely dispersed, some of them in far northern 
parts of Asia and of Europe. With subtropical animals they 
made their way there, we guess, in the mild weather of inter- 
glacial time. Now the ice of a new glaciation creeping south- 
ward overtakes them. They retreat before it. Multitudes of 
them perish. Only the hardy and the resourceful survive. 
In the great caverns of Southern Europe they find shelter. 
There through thousands of years they dwell, learning to flake 
by pressure the flints that before they chipped. They make 
axes and hammers of stone, awls and needles of bone. They 
clothe themselves with skins. They carve ivory. They learn 
to draw and to paint and cover the walls of their caves with 
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realistic (and beautiful) pictures of the cave bear, the sabre- 
toothed tiger and the mastodon which they dread, and of the 
reindeer on which they subsist. These are the greatest of the 
paleolithic people, the remarkable men of the Old Stone Age. 

Elsewhere, in Northern Africa and in Southwestern Asia, 
paleolithic men become neolithic. They grind and polish their 
stone implements. Experimenting with clay they fashion pot- 
tery on which they work geometrical designs, possibly symbolic, 
by incising lines into which they rub gypsum. Generations 
pass. By hand labor they till patches of ground in which they 
have planted seeds or roots. They cut trees into logs and 
fashion logs into posts, piles, beams and boards. They build 
houses to dwell in, and platforms, supported by posts driven 
into the ground or by piles driven in water, on which they enact 
ceremonies and afterwards build houses. They make canoes 
and boats. Again generations pass. On the grass-lands of 
Africa and Arabia, of Western Asia and Eastern Europe, we 
see restless groups of kinsmen caring for herds of goats and 
sheep and for larger herds of cattle. In the oases of Africa 
and of Arabia and of Central Asia east of the Caspian Sea we 
see villages built of various materials, wood and stone and sun- 
baked clay. We see shelters for cattle, ditches and moats filled 
with water, cisterns of water and wells, storehouses of grain, 
fires carefully kept alive, altars and secret places where cere- 
monies are observed. 

More generations come and go. Throughout Northern 
Africa, throughout Central and Southern Asia, throughout 
Central and Southern Europe, men are living in villages and in 
little towns. These are strung like beads along the Euphrates 
and the Nile. Against druidic backgrounds of ancient oaks 
and pines they hide in quiet valleys among the foot-hills of 
mountain ranges. With their backs to walls of rock they defy 
the storms of wind-swept uplands. On platforms supported by 
piles, they are built above the waters of Swiss and Italian lakes; 
or, on dry land, with moats around them-terramare-they 
strangely imitate the lake constructions. In all of these various 
situations the inhabitants keep pigs and goats and cattle, and 
raise crops. A division of status and of work is seen. The 
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people of a community are no longer in every instance of one 
kindred. Often the "place " is in fact not one village but two 
adjacent villages. In the superior one live kinsmen, who pos- 
sess and rule the land round about. In the lowlier one live 
"i aliens ", a miscellaneous assemblage of " kin wrecked " folk, 
ruined by war or driven forth as offenders from the clans of 
their birth. They have been taken in. They are harbored 
and defended and allotted land to use on condition that they 
render prescribed services. These are the " village communi- 
ties " that economic historians used to picture as " free ", idyllic, 
communistic democracies! 

Near every settlement is a burial place, a " long barrow " or a 
"round barrow" of earth, or, now and then, a hollow cairn 
built of stones, perhaps in imitation of the caves where paleo- 
lithic dead were laid: two unhewn shafts supporting a heavy 
lintel above are the portal. Here and there also, at intervals 
from the Persian Gulf to Southwestern England, are more im- 
pressive megalithic monuments: avenues of giant shafts or 
great circular enclosures like Stonehenge. Presumably they 
have to do with festival processions and athletic events.' 

With one more scene the film of prehistory ends. In moun- 
tain gulches men dig copper, and elsewhere tin. A glare 
against the sky by night betrays the places where they mix and 
smelt them, in rude crucibles of clay. They are making- 
bronze! 

The human species now has overspread the earth, and racial 
varieties of it, both major and minor, are identified with broad 
geographical habitats. An Australian-African major division 
is black, kinky-haired, prognathic and usually dolichocephalic. 
An Asian-American major division is yellow in Asia and cop- 
per-hued in America, straight-haired and usually brachyce- 
phalic. A European-Polynesian major division is white in 
Europe and in Northern Asia, including Northern Japan, and 
brown in Northern Africa, in Southern Asia and in the South 
Pacific islands; it is usually wavy-haired and orthognathic, but 

I Breasted, Ancient Times, p. 28. 
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in scull shape it is anything possible, dolichocephalic, meso- 
cephalic or brachycephalic. 

The European whites, who by early differentiation (in 
Europe or elsewhere) were of three varieties, namely, dolicho- 
cephalic Mediterraneans, dolichocephalic Baltics' and brachy- 
cephalic Caspians (a relatively late arrival), are now of four 
varieties, by reason of the crossbreeding of Caspians with 
Mediterraneans south of the Alpine ranges and with Baltics 
north of them. The Mediterraneans, not tall but well built, 
are brunette, with black hair and dark eyes. The Baltics, tall 
and angular, are blond, with light hair and blue eyes. The 
Alpines, a Caspian-Mediterranean hybrid, are brachycephalic, 
thick set and in coloring variable, but usually lighter than 
Mediterraneans. The Danubeans, a Caspian-Baltic hybrid, are 
brachycephalic, tall and powerfully built, prevailingly ruddy, 
with red beards and hair and gray eyes.2 

The prevailing languages of the white peoples have become 
inflectional. An Aryan tongue is spoken throughout the 
Asian-European grass-lands. Among all peoples there are re- 
actions of excitement, including terrified avoidances or fear- 
some contacts, toward innumerable natural objects, in par- 
ticular, springs, pools, rivers, cliffs, trees, reptiles and birds, 
and, in the grass-lands, bulls. 

After prehistory, history; intense, tumultuous, short, its 
millenniums, compared to prehistory's eons, are a dynamic in- 
stant of time. Yet (such is the relativity of things) the per- 
spective of history is atmospheric, if we keep our distance. 

IThe name "Nordic", now in fashion, should be given to the entire northern 
blond half of the brown-white orthognathic race, whether found in Europe, iti 
Siberia or in Japan. The Baltics are a sufficiently distinctive (and distinguished) 
variety to have a name of their own. 

2 The confusion of Danubeans with Alpines in current anthropological literature is 
peculiarly annoying to the historian. The Romans discriminated. Caesar's Aquitani 
were Mediterraneans, his Celts were Alpines, his Belgae were Danubeans, his Ger. 
mans were Baltics. The fair-haired Achaeans of Homer and the Hellenes generally 
were Danubeans. The Picts of the British islands were Mediterraneans, the Goidelic 
Celts were Alpines, and the Brythonic Celts were Danubeans, whose dialects now, 
by one of the curious paradoxes of history, are spoken by brunette Welsh, Cornish- 
men and Bretons. 
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Its scenes are geographically spacious, if the eye sweeps boldly. 
So we must view them now, inattentive to detail. 

At the delta of the Nile and far up its course, at the head of 
the Persian Gulf and far up the Euphrates River, dense popu- 
lations are distributed. There is no longer pretense that any 
one of these is a close-knit kindred. Aliens commingle with the 
native born, and many languages are heard. Agriculture is 
systematically followed. Industries are differentiated and 
specialized. Artisans of amazing skill make useful things of 
bronze, perfect of their kind, and fashion silver and gold and 
precious stones in patterns of beauty. Engineers build dams 
and reservoirs and a network of canals, to control and dis- 
tribute the overflow of the rivers. Architects of commanding 
genius build palaces for the great, temples for the gods and the 
multitudes, and tombs for the venerated dead. Boats ply up 
and down the rivers. Where were towns there now are cities, 
turbulent with human life. Merchants import and export 
goods by caravans that cross deserts to foreign parts. Slaves 
breed in hovels, toil in quarries and in brick yards, and die. 
Scribes write down dates and taxes, and keep the record of 
dynasties. These urbanized peoples of the river valleys of the 
Southeastern Mediterranean area are creating civilization. 
Colonists, exiles and merchants will bear it to the farthest 
East; merchants and armies to the frontiers of the West. 

On the island of Crete, Knossos, already old, unfortified 
but defiant, commands the Aegean Sea. Beneath it lie 
strata of debris, as priceless as pearls, left there by neolithic 
makers of hand-burnished pottery and by " early ", " middle " 
and "late" Minoans. Round about it are lesser towns, but 
rich and powerful, whicb it controls. On the Aegean islands 
are its countless petty ports, and on the coasts of Greece its 
colonies: Tiryns on the Gulf of Argos, and Mycenae, marvel- 
ous for wealth and splendor, at the mountain pass as the trail 
runs from Tiryns to Corinth. The fabulous wealth of this 
maritime power, its treasures of bronze and gold, have been 
paid for by a distinctive and highly perfected art and by trade 
with Egypt and Asia and the coasts of Western Africa and of 
Europe. Its ships of commerce are safeguarded as they tra- 
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verse the sea, and at every port, by ships of war-the first sea 
power.x Against this unique resplendent civilization of the 
Mid-East Mediterranean area the armies of Egypt and of Asia 
do not aggress. 

Between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean, between the 
Taurus mountains and the Caucasus, between the Zagros moun- 
tains and the Caspian Sea, stretch the table lands of Cappadocia 
and Armenia, of Media and Elam, eastward to Persia and be- 
yond. The armies of Egypt and of the Tigris-Euphrates basin 
invade them, following caravan routes, up water courses, 
through cafnons and mountain passes. Overflowing from Elam 
and Media and presently from Persia, an Aryan stock repels 
them and swiftly extends its empire. In Cappadocia and 
throughout Eastern Asia Minor, a non-Aryan stock, the origins 
of which we do not see, appears as a military power. The 
Persian conquers the Euphratric, and the Hittite conquers a 
part of the Egyptian imperial domain. Each creates a civili- 
zation, in part derivative, in part original and distinctive. These 
civilizations of the West-Asian Uplands are stark and lean, but 
outreaching. Persia drives an Aryan influence into Northwest- 
ern India. The Hittite power transmits Sumerian and Semitic 
achievement to the Aryans of the West. 

Enclosing the Aegean and Adriatic Seas three peninsulas 
tbrust into the northern waters of the Mediterranean: Asia 
Minor in its western extension, Peloponnesian and Central 
Greece, and Italy. Northeast, north, and northwest of thetn 
are the mystery-haunted lands of the Aryan dispersion. Moun- 
tains and rugged hills hide lonely valleys or guard alluvial 
plains, open to the sea. On the lower slopes are olive trees 
and grapes, and above them chestnut trees and oaks. The 
coasts are irregular. Gulfs and deep bays cut into them, 
but also there are long straight reaches where no harbor can 
be found, and dangerous by reason of conflicting tides. Be- 
tween Greece and Asia Minor Aegean islands can be seen off 
shore. The sea, impressionistically (since Agamemnon), is 

' Egypt may first have navigated the Eastern Mediterranean, though strict proof is 
lacking; but the argument that Egypt was ever a naval power is not yet convincing. 
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purple. On hills and plains the sun at noon is white, but even- 
ing and morning lights are violet. Beauty has taken these 
parts for her own. And hardy men, unafraid of loneliness or 
of the sea, sensitive to beauty and loving freedom; shepherds, 
herdsmen and plowmen, fisher folk and sailors; and presently 
artizans and merchants have taken them for their own. By 
comparison with the peoples of the River Valleys they are a 
sparse population and poor. Their cities, except possibly Troy, 
the oldest of them, which in its day has rivaled Mycenae, are 
less splendid, and their buildings are less majestic than those of 
Thebes and Babylon, but are infinitely more appealing to in- 
telligence. Their statues and their paintings, for the first time 
in human achievement, attain truth through freedom restrained 
only by mastery of modeling and line. Racially they are a 
mixture of primitive Mediterraneans, Danubean invaders and 
Alpines, but slavery has limited hybridizing, and (it appears) 
more strictly in democratic Athens than in aristocratic Sparta.' 
Their armies are small and local but valorous. The Athenian 
navy is a formidable arm. The East fails to invade European 
Greece; Carthage invades Italy but is expelled. These are 
visible features (we are not heeding now the processes) of the 
Peninsular Civilization of the North Mediterranean area. 
Athens tries to make it imperial but is unsuccessful. Macedon 
succeeds, but her Empire is short-lived. Rome builds an Em- 
pire geographically coextensive with Europe south of the Rhine 
and the Danube, with Northeastern Africa and with Asia 
Minor. In more than a figurative sense it is " built ". Ex- 
cellent roads provide a means of internal mobilization and com- 
munication never before equaled. The possibilities of the 
arch are developed in bridge building and in the construction 

1 Greek democracy was intra- not inter-ethnic, and the argument of the indis- 
criminatists that panmixia in Athens begot the most brilliant race of men in history 
suffers from the militating circumstance that the premise is not true. LaRue Van 
Hlook has shown in The Classical _7ournal, May, Ig9g, that Athenian democracy 
was more than the internal equality (and clique warfare) of a social " four hun- 
dred "; nevertheless, Galton's guess that Greek genius was a product of early and 
prolonged inbreeding by aristocratic clans is probably the best one ever made. In 
Sparta, by all accounts, there was panmixia, the details of which may be left to femr 
inist literature. 
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of aqueducts, by which for the first time town dwellers are sup- 
plied with an abundance of pure water. This Empire endures 
nearly half a millennium. 

Rome and the Romanized populations of her provinces, a 
partly hybridized commingling of Mediterraneans, Danubeans 
and Alpines, are overrun by European Nordics, principally 
Baltics. Most of them are inlanders of the forests. They 
build boldly of timber but not of stone, and know nothing of 
engineering or of the finer arts. As invaders they burn and 
raze. Establishing themselves in overlordship, they roughly re- 
organize an existing serfdom, extending it and increasing the 
severity of obligatory services. Taught and aided by artisans 
of the old order, now under duress and robbed of all but tradi- 
tions and skill, they build strongholds and presently castles of 
stone, from which they wage wars of pillage upon one another. 
Converted to Romanized Christianity, they build monastic 
houses and churches. About churches and castles villages of 
craftsmen and laborers grow up, but merchants are few, and 
imported goods all but unknown: orderly trade has been de- 
stroyed. Almost the only contacts with the East are through 
missionaries from Rome and pilgrims to Jerusalem. Never- 
theless, in ecclesiastical establishments and in guilds of artisans 
reminiscences of Latin civilization survive and presently ameli- 
orate somewhat the struggle for existence and the manners of 
the time. So arises an isolated civilization of Inland Western 
Europe, a grotesque reaction of barbarism to the Mediterranean 
heritage. For centuries it is politically incoherent and intel- 
lectually barren until, alarmed by Saracen intrusion, it rallies 
about Charles Martel and the way is opened for Charlemagne. 
Horizons now are widened. The Mediterranean resurges upon 
the Baltic, and when, at length, the daring of the North and 
the intelligence of the South are mingled, their product is the 
matchless beauty, the wonder and the glory of Gothic art. 

Looking back for a moment upon the migrations from which 
this unique civilization dates, we note that not literally all of 
the participants are inlanders. A fringe of them, dwelling 
upon dismal northwestern coasts, fog-hidden and forbidding, 
are fisherman and sailors. They can fashion keels as well as 
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rafters. They, too, feel the wanderlust, but from Denmark 
they turn their faces west. The tempestuous North Sea calls 
them. They voyage to Iceland and the British coasts. They 
conquer Britain and possess it. Kindred Norsemen voyage to 
the coasts of Gaul, there to become Normans and in their turn 
to conquer an incompletely Anglicized Britain. In the Medi- 
terranean, also, sea-faring traditions persist, and in the ports of 
Italy, of Southern France and of Spain the race of sailor men 
is not extinct. Communication between East and West is 
slowly reestablished. The knowledge of geography, of mathe- 
matics and of navigation, that Egyptians, Cretans, Greeks and 
Romans possessed, is recovered, and is disseminated among 
seafarers of the West. Trade with the East is unsettled, its 
ways are changing and its possibilities are multiplying. Chris- 
tian crusaders take Jerusalem from the Infidel but are unable 
to hold it, and fail to break through to the East. An ocean 
way may be found. Voyages become longer and more daring. 
Canaries and Azores are left behind. The Cape of Good Hope 
is rounded. Dutch and English, French, Portuguese and Span- 
iards become maritime peoples and discoverers. The Atlantic 
Ocean is crossed by an Italian backed by Spanish royal power 
and money. The Pacific Ocean is discovered from the West. 
The earth is circumnavigated. Europe explores and colonizes 
a Western Hemisphere. Ocean-Fronting Nations, delimiting 
their boundaries and organizing themselves politically, create 
by ocean-borne commerce a civilization of the world. 

In the play of History the dramatis personac are not only 
individuals; they are also groups of individuals and multitudes. 
These act as units, and as characters they have moral and in- 
tellectual unity. Yet always they are groups and multitudes. 

Again, more often than not a scene in history is repeated in 
various places and with variations before the next scene in 
dramatic order is enacted; and always an entire act is repeated. 
Act two (mediaeval history) is a repetition of act one (ancient 
history), with variations. Act three (modern history) is a 
repetition of act two, again with variations. This is the basis 
of fact for the saying that " history repeats itself ". 
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At Memphis a company of priests marches solemnly in pro- 
cessional. They proclaim themselves Masters of Mysteries and 
Men of Vision. They have been instructed in the wisdom of 
the past; they foresee the future. They know what signs pres- 
age abundance and famine, what conduct of man pollutes and 
what cleanses the sources and streams of life. Now they warn 
the people of impending peril. Boatmen from the south, con- 
firming rumors that for months have passed from lip to lip, 
have reported abominations. Dwellers up the river, corrupted 
by too much contact with heathens beyond the Cataracts, have 
adopted strange rites, not to be described. They have defiled 
sacred places and killed sacred animals. Warnings have multi- 
plied. Thousands of ibexes have died. Dead crocodiles float 
by. The river itself has an unusual and sinister look; many 
persons have observed it. Already, perhaps, the Valley, and 
the Delta too, lie under a curse. Pestilences and more dread- 
ful plagues may stalk the streets tomorrow. 

The people clamor for action. The King has had dreams 
and is impressed. Soldiers are assembled and mobilized. A 
defensive-offensive expedition sets forth. The land must be 
purified. 

Skirmishes become battles and battles wars, which recur. 
The curtain falls on United Egypt; but the priests are not 

as happy as they were. The army has become arrogant. The 
people never tire of cheering it, and sometimes the King defers 
to it, instead of to the priests.' 

A later scene, perhaps a variant of this one, or it may be a 
second, is set in Sumer. 

Caravans from the Crescent bring disquieting tidings. Suc- 
cessive droughts have parched the oases and dried wells never 
before known to fail. Even in the wadys of the West-Arabian 
mountains crops have failed, and cattle by thousands have died. 
Tribes of Semites, apparently migrating, have been seen mov- 
ing eastward, a fierce and uncouth rabble. Companies of 

I The certified records on which I should have been glad to base my reconstruc- 
tion of this scene have unfortunately not been found! Nevertheless, historical friends 
will grant, I hope, that my imagination has not run quite wild in the suggested ex- 
planation of rudimentary political integration and the beginnings of class struggle. 
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armed strangers, a vanguard perhaps, have been in the Plain of 
Shinar but have disappeared. They were thought to be from 
the desert. The older camel men, however, recall that Semitic 
nomads have been herding in Mesopotamia time out of mind, 
"always ", some say, but others deny this, asserting that all 
Semites were oases men once, or, more likely, wady men. 
Either way, they have been rovers apart in petty groups, and 
beyond stealing cattle or looting a village now and then, haAm- 
less enough. Yet nobody knows how many of them could 
come together in a round-up, or what might happen if the devil 
got into them. 

It happens. That pillar of dust on the western sky was not 
caravan dirt this time; but the warning was too short. Wave 
upon wave, countless, tumultuous, the Semites come, spear- 
men and swordsmen, frenzied as charging cattle, and as resist- 
less. Ur is theirs. Eridu falls before them. Nippur will be 
theirs, and Babylon. 

Now let us drop the figure of the play and more simply sum- 
marize action, from this point on. 

Two tremendous movements surge upon each other while 
sweeping onward together. One is the group strzuggle for do- 
minion and subsistence. The other is the class struggle for 
ascendancy and revenue. These two movements begin with 
history. They are the action of history. 

Climatic crises,' exhaustion of resources, diminishing returns 
and other circumstantial pressures cause migrations, in wAhich 
populations clash. The issue is life or death. Groups con- 
federate for defense; by conquest they are consolidated. They 
are compounded and recompounded. They integrate and are 
integrated. 

Military leaders, selected and developed by war, become 
powerful politicians if war continues or often recurs, and army 
officers become a class, as " class conscious" as the priesthood. 
They contest the ascendancy of the priests. The struggle is 
long and bitter. The priesthood is jealous and alarmed. The 

I Most fateful of all, short of a far-extending glaciation, has been " the pulse of 
Asia ", an alternating irrigation and dessication of regions east of the Caspian Sea, 
as the snow-fall on the mountain systems is rythmically heavy and light; See Hunt- 
ington, The Pulse of Asia. 
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army is envious and aggressive. The army has booty and land 
to divide, but it wants to be assured of supernatural sanction. 
Above all, being new, it wants to become respectable. The 
priesthood has traditions and form. It can make things right 
with unseen powers, or wrong. It can confer respectability, or 
withhold it. 

The possibilities of the situation are not obscure, and when 
priests and soldiers both grow weary of strife, an understanding 
is arrived at which royalty, properly instructed, consents to and 
decrees. Distinguished priests are "let in" on the ground 
floor of the New Privilege. They receive lands and revenues. 
Distinguished soldiers are vouched for as divinely guided, and 
get invitations thenceforth to convocations. So (historically) 
are begotten " lords temporal " and "' lords spiritual ", and both 
kinds are landlords! 

Old groups of land-owning kinsmen, and individual land 
owners, if they are fortunate, become free tenants. An in- 
creasing number of these, if the times favor, become merchants. 
Old communities of dependents continue to be serfs. Artisans, 
if fortunate, become free tenants and enjoy guild privileges. If 
merchants prosper, they become class conscious (as the soldiers 
did), and intimations of a new class struggle-between mer- 
chants and landlords-appear. 

From the morning of history in Egypt and Sumer until Jus- 
tinian's reign, group integration is almost continuous, and the 
class struggle is taken up by successive classes. In the Medi- 
terranean Island area, as in the river valleys of the Southeast- 
ern area, in the West-Asian uplands and in the North Mediter- 
ranean peninsulas chieftaincies become kingdoms, and kingdoms 
empires. Priests yield to soldiers. Priests and military adven- 
turers, inventing the " gentlemen's agreement ", become land- 
lords. Landlords lay field to field, but the merchants, amass- 
ing wealth, prepare to contest ascendancy. 

Then there is a break. The empire collapses. Act one of 
a drama has closed. Ancient history ends, and medieval his- 
tory begins. The cycle of group and class struggle starts anew. 

A new religion has arisen and a new priesthood. From the 
death of Constantine in 337 its divine authority is conceded. 
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At the birth of Charlemagne in 742 its social ascendancy is 
complete and unquestioned. But the northward thrust of the 
Moors and their repulsion has set going changes that will com- 
pel it to fight for its prestige. A new militarism grows pro- 
digiously under Charlemagne and his successors. Unwittingly 
the Church abets it by demanding that the Holy Land be 
"purified" from Islam. Crusading barons become more 
powerful than titular princes, and their followers become 
armies. They make their own terms with bishops. The Holy 
Roman Empire and the Bishops of Rome both assert "sover- 
eignty", but in the end the inevitable bargain is struck. A 
new and overpowering landlordism is created. Bishops and 
barons become " peers ". 

The ablest of them, William of Normandy, with the intel- 
lectual and ecclesiastical aid of Lanfranc (whom William, after 
quarreling with for opposing the ducal marriage to Matilda, 
has made Archbishop of Canterbury), creates out of English 
chaos the first politically sovereign western nation, by reorgan- 
izing the relations between feudal society and monarchy and 
putting monarchy indisputably on top. Under his incompetent 
successors the barons get on top and resolve society into an- 
archy. Henry II, instituting scutage and the assize of arms 
and thereby making royal revenues and the army semi-inde- 
pendent of baronial favor, and subordinating ecclesiastical to 
civil courts, lifts monarchy from personal rule to trusteeship 
for a nation. So begins a struggle as sharp and distinctive as 
any struggle between group and group or between class and 
class; a struggle, namely, between an integral group-the 
nation-and whatever class is ascendant. The first clash is 
disastrous, for again the barons get on top, and society disin- 
tegrates. Group and class struggles revert to beginnings, and 
medieval history ends. 

Mediterranean Christianity came to birth among humble 
folk inclined to communism, and was adopted by the great 
when they saw its stupendous possibilities as an agency of 
social control. The more carefully the origins of Northwest- 
ern Christianity, otherwise Protestantism, are studied, the more 
nearly certain it appears that these are not so much a vision or 
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a hope of the miserable, whether docile or rebellious, as an 
assertion of personal independence by men self-reliant and 
self-respecting, although poor. Therefore, while in substance 
of theology this religion of the individual conscience is not 
new, and as rebellion against authority is schism, as reaction to 
life it is a new faith, engendered by new actualities of the 
struggle for existence. That fourteenth-century " Poor Rich- 
ard ", William Langland, the persistent Wyclif and the fiery 
Huss are all, in their differetit ways, true exponents of its 
spirit. And this is why notwithstanding the doings at Con- 
stance and at Basle, its ministry does not become a priesthood. 

Nevertheless, with this spirit, with this new faith and its 
ministry, modern history begins-in the fourteenth century. 
The group and the class struggles of ancient and of medieval 
history are recapitulated, but, as always, with variations. A 
new militarism, developed by the Hundred Years War, uses 
gunpowder. A new landlordism is sustained by money rents 
instead of by feudal services, and this time the part played by 
religion in the class struggle is new. The Protestant ministry 
is not yet socially ascendant, and not strong enough to exact 
privileges. Moreover, it has been recruited chiefly from com- 
moners and the lesser gentry, and its individualism is " middle- 
class ". Therefore it allies itself with the merchants and 
becomes a factor in the incipient class struggle between them 
and the landlords. The major alliance, accordingly, is between 
landlordism and the older ecclesiasticism, and the major intra- 
group struggle is between this combination and the nationalis- 
tic monarchy. It ends (except for brief recrudescence under 
Mary and again under the Stuarts) in the firm establishment 
of nationalism and the ascendancy of Protestantism under 
Henry VIII. 

Now, at last, class struggle between merchants and landlords 
assumes full proportions and (without violence, however) in- 
tensity. Voyages of discovery open new and unprecedented 
opportunities, and merchant adventurers become men of power. 
But, like the soldiery of earlier times, they crave and demand 
full social recognition. They can make terms, and the bargain 
is struck. Great merchants are admitted to the peerage, and 
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by marriage (and otherwise) peers in need of revenue acquire 
wealth. A capitalist class is created. 

So modern history arrives at noon. Capitalism exploits in- 
vention and revolutionizes industry. A wage-earning proleta- 
riat, descended from emancipated serfs, becomes in its turn 
" class conscious ", and Karl Marx makes the epochal discov- 
ery that class struggle impends-in history ! 

The creative efforts of history are concentrated upon one 
comprehensive achievement, which is, attainment of a preferred 
way of living. The means of attainment are culture and a 
social order. Culture includes taste, a standard of living, 
knowledge and skill. A social order is a system of pluralistic 
habits, relationships and policies. Prehistory gropes, perceives, 
tries, learns and with infinite patience practices. It creates 
the elements of culture and primitive social systems. History 
scrutinizes, criticizes, rejects, selects, conserves, changes, adds, 
combines, reforms, revolutionizes and reconstructs." 

The history of culture, no less than the history of action, is 
a story of strife. The New has fought with the Old for its 
life. Instinct, habit, taste, sentiment and vested interests have 
rallied about the Old. Experimental drive, cleanliness, con- 
venience, comfort, health, enterprise, prosperity have been 
identified witlh the New. 

The Old has not been content to conserve its own: it has 
tried to strangle the New at birth. Therefore, the conflict be- 
tween the two has been a war for the right of achievement to 
survive; to live on as the Old, to be born and to carry on as 
the New. Civilization exists because neither the Old nor the 
New has been able to do its instinctive or its premeditated 
worst against the other. 

More than those things that constitute heritage (of which 
mention was made) has been at stake. Heredity has been at 
stake. The intellectualized variety of man (irrespective of 

I The study of history as achievement (history as scenario, play and story being 
presupposed) is the sludiy of the History of Civilization, a specialist's task, demand- 
ing among other qualificaLions a sociologist's knowledge of social systems. 
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race) has been subjected to an artificial selection as fateful as 
natural selection. Where innovation is not permitted, experi- 
mental intellect cannot leave posterity. 

Our knowledge of the origin, structure and functioning, and 
of the transformation of social systems, is largely a scientific in- 
duction. 

There are surviving examples of social systems that never 
have produced and that will not leave a written history. They 
have been much observed, fortunately, by ethnologists; and 
possibly they may so far be neglected by powerful peoples 
bent on cleaning up dirty neighbors that they can be studied a 
generation or so longer. Social systems now extinct were ob- 
served and described in antiquity, not, indeed, with scientific 
precision, but often shrewdly and with approximate accuracy. 
The social systems of prehistoric men we imperfectly recon- 
struct from archaeological and philological fragments, supple- 
mented by folk ways and folk lore that survived into historical 
days. This evidence, as far as it goes, is often worth more 
than chronicles, since it is without bias, and came into exist- 
ence without conscious intent to impress posterity. All of 
these systems, extinct and surviving, that did not and do not 
leave written annals, we describe collectively as primitive social 
systems. 

By comparison with the highly coinplex social systems that 
we know today primitive social systems are almost incredibly 
simple; but some of them are less simple than others. There 
is a succession of types, each of which is associated with a 
characteristic situation or habitat. 

First in time and simplest in structure is a social system of 
the forest habitat and the bush. In its rudimentary form it is 
a small horde or camp or a cluster of neighboring and more or 
less communicating hordes, in none of which more than twenty 
to fifty individuals, men, women and children, can be counted. 
This group knows nothing of blood relationships, or it ignores 
them; it coheres by instinct and habit. 

Within it, however, arise ideas of mysterious influences and 
relationships. Various things and kinds of things are believed 
to have an uncanny power to harm or to benefit. " It ", for so 
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more often than not the mysterious power is referred to, can 
cause good or bad luck; it can pollute; it can cause sickness, 
and it can kill, or it can cleanse and heal; it is contagious, 
passing from object to object or from person to person by con- 
tact. It is " mana " or " virtue"; it is demoniac power. What- 
ever holds or imparts purifying and healing mana is sacred; 
whatever holds or imparts defiling and evil mana is accursed. 
There are ways of banning evil mana and of conserving good 
mana. These rituals, as much as habits of camping and wan- 
dering together, are group ways; they are modes of pluralistic 
behavior in distinction from individual behavior. In each 
group they are more or less peculiar. They are, therefore, a 
collective interest and bond supplementing mere animal gre- 
gariousness, irncluding its reactions to cries and calls. They are 
a distinctly human interest and bond. 

Out of these ideas and practices totemism emerges, and pres- 
ently appear more complicated relationships identified with it. 
These get mixed up with natural relationships, which thereby 
become distorted and conventionalized. There results a social 
system of inclusions and exclusions based on a recognition of 
descent in one line only. A matrilineal and matronymic sys- 
tem is in general more primitive than a patrilineal and patro- 
nymic system. How far the cavern people of the Reindeer Age 
had advanced in these matters we do not know. 

The social system of the grass-lands has become or is becom- 
ing patrilineal; but it carries along many survivals of totemism 
and of matrilineal relationship., Ideas of ghosts and ghost 
worship have appeared, and out of them ancestor worship de- 
velops. Paternal power and authority have superseded the 
authority that maternal uncles exercised in matrilineal society, 
and the family group, cohering for more than one generation, 
often becomes a patriarchal kindred. Whether this happens 
or not, the patrilineal system has the great advantage that the 
fighting men of any considerable aggregation are of one con- 
ventional kindred, instead of being, as in matrilineal society, of 
as many different conventional kindreds as they have totemic 
or clan mothers. 

1 Robertson Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia. 
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On the grass-lands appears also in the course of time a new 
social system as distinctive as systems based on convention- 
alized kinship are, or as the earliest ritualistic system was by 
comparison with an animal herd. It is based on an under- 
standing between a luckless individual needing protection and 
a man powerful enough to protect him, In primitive society 
men get " kin wrecked " in many ways. Because of their own 
misdeeds they are banished from clan or village, or the groups 
in which they were born are plundered and broken in war. 
Other men, a smaller number, become powerful as successful 
leaders in war or when, in recognition of one or another ser- 
vice to the group, they are permitted to possess an exception- 
ally large share of booty or otherwise to become rich.' In the 
grass-lands ruined men take service and receive protection as 
cowboys under cattle owners strong and self-assertive enough 
to break folk-way rules and override the rights of fellow tribes- 
men. In the Brehon Laws of Ireland, where the grass-land life 
survived until comparatively late times, we have the picture of a 
society organized partly as a holdover tribal system and partly 
as allegiance and service rendered to a protecting chieftain.2 

The social system of primitive agricultural communities is a 
medley and compromise of survivals rather than a new type. 
Kinship is cognatic so far as recognition of relationship by both 
mother and father goes, but is usually patronymic. A kindred 
may cohere as a local group and hold land as an undivided 
possession for four generations, and, as was mentioned on a 
foregoing page, it may stand in the relation of protector to a 
heterogeneous group of dependants. Within the kindred itself 
inequalities of rank and of condition exist and are recognized; 
among the dependents they are not permitted.3 

Survivals of all primitive systems, namely, those based on re- 

'The evidences brought together by Rohert Lowie in Primitive Society that 
private property and inequalities of private property exist in primnitive societies of 
every cultural grade and in every part of the world have disposed of a long contro. 
versy, to the lasting discomfiture of propagandist vendors of primitive communism. 

2 Henry Sumner Maine, Lectures on the Early History of Institutions. 
3 Frederic Seebohm, The Tribal Systenm in Wales; and Hugh Seebohm, The Struc- 

ture of Greek Tribal Society. 
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ligious solidarity and ritual, those based on a conventionalized 
kinship and those based on beneficium et commendatio, are 
numerous in present-day societies. The most interesting ones, 
perhaps, are foLnd in such laws of nationality as thej'is sangiti- 
nis and the sacramneitum fidelitatis, whereby a claim to citizen- 
ship rests, in one case, on the citizenship of a parent, and, in 
another case, on an oath of allegiance to a sovereign. 

All the social systems of civilized peoples, whether ancient 
or modern, are variants of a fourth general type. Indeed, in 
the strict etymological meaning of the word, civilization is the 
superseding of tribal by civil society. Within the city aliens 
congregate and prosper until it becomes necessary to admit 
them to privileges and to impose upon them such fundamental 
obligations as tax paying and military service. After much 
experimenting they are naturalized, that is to say, by a legal 
fiction they are made of one kindred with the older stock.' 
The basis of this system is mutuality of opportunity and of 
obligation. 

The historical variates of this general type are familiar and 
need not detain us longer than is necessary to make essential 
discriminations and to point out their relation to group and 
class struggles. 

Society is an aristocracy as long as opportunity, although 
slhared, is not equalized, and control is retained by a privileged 
class, qualified by ability and experience to govern in the ad- 
ministrative sense of the word, but not by unselfishness to rule 
arbitrarily over fellow men. Society is a plutocracy as long as 
opportunity, although shared, is not equalized, and control is 
held by a capitalist class. Society is a kakistocracy as long 
as opportunity, although proclaimed to all, is not equalized in 
fact, and control is exercised by a dictating minority, undis- 
ciplined and ignorant, that has seized power by revolutionary 
violence. Society is a democracy if opportunity is equalized 
and control, althIough not equalized (a thing impossible), is 
sliared. Demnocracy is communistic if property is equalized 

1 The Constitution of Athens, discovered by Dr. Budge and by him attributed 
to Aristotle. 
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and occupation is prescribed. Democracy is socialistic if prop- 
erty in major part is held collectively and occupation is pre- 
scribed. Democracy is individualistic if property in major 
part is held individually but is subject to prescribed obligations 
and limitations, and if occupation is freely chosen by individ- 
uals but, like property, is subject to prescribed obligations and 
limitations. The distinction between democracy and all other 
social systems is radical. In a democracy control is participa- 
ted in although never equally exercised by all members of 
society instead of being monopolized by any group or calling, 
and, consequently, integral society dominates over all its com- 
ponent groups, constituent classes, callings, factions, parties 
and miscellaneous minorities. 

Without specialized callings and segregations, differentially 
functioning, society is primitive and negligible; it can achieve 
nothing; and yet from the moment that differentiation of a 
population into variously functioning callings or segrega- 
tions begins, class struiggle rages. A dominant minority or 
majority rules as nearly absolutely as it can. Revolution over- 
throws it, destroying in its leveling violence so much of the 
functioning social organization that prosperity cannot return, or 
achievement proceed, until differentially functioning fractions, 
specialized and unequal, are recreated. Democracy is an 
attempt to equilibrate energies in a less costly way. Commu- 
nistic and socialistic democracies err by equalizing too much 
and restraining too much. Anarchistic individualism errs by 
permitting excessive inequalities and restraining too little. 
Between these extremes are possibilities of a more delicate 
equilibration in a Socialized Individualism acting through un- 
stable majorities subject at every instant to possible disintegra- 
tion and reformation. 

It is time to get back to theory. I promised to intimate and 
perhaps gently to argue an interpretative hypothesis or, if the 
phrase is not presumptuous, a scientific explanation of history. 
If any reader has followed me so far, he has already received 
and apprehended the intimation. My argument will be a gen- 
eralization (without contention) from the materials that have 
been exhibited. 
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Here let me anticipate and answer a question. Are these 
materials history? No and yes. Quantitatively they are in- 
finitesimal, but qualitatively they are bits picked out of history 
by a scientific test, namely, significance. They have indicative 
quality and therefore scientific value. They are signatures of 
history. 

More and more our inductive science accumulates priceless 
knowledge of things (and events) in themselves inaccessible by 
examining their marks or signatures. The astronomer knows 
the chemical composition of suns unimaginably distant because 
they have made their "mark" in lines of the spectrum. No 
physicist has seen an atom, but every physicist reads in atomic 
sigrnatures that it is composed of positive and negative electrons, 
and that the electrical charge of a positive electron is numeri- 
cally equal to the electrical charge of a negative electron, al- 
though its mass is nearly two thousand times greater while its 
diameter is only one two thousandths as great.' The materials 
from which I am generalizing now are finger-prints of history 
on the smoked glass of time. 

The geograplhical theory of history is true, as far as it goes. 
Civilization arose in regions that could sustain and energize 
dense populations. It has never made headway except in 
regions that cotuld sustain and energize urban populations. 
Throughout the first nine-tenths or more of total historical 
time the action of history was confined to the Mediterranean 
Basin. rhat basin is made up of characteristic areas. In each 
a distinctive civilization arose. In each the action and the 
achievements of history have been distinctive. So long, how- 
ever, as physical environment has remained static nothing has 
happened. Only when environmental change has created a 
circumstantial pressure of calamities, hardships, contacts, con- 
flicts and rivalries, has there been collective human action and 
with it integrations, differentiations, cultural progress and 
social evolution. 

The biological theory of history is true, as far as it goes. 
The historical peoples have been stocks capable of persistent 

I MacMillan, Science, July 23, 1920. 
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multiplication and at the same timne of variation and longevity. 
In other words, they have been dynamic stocks. In a struggle 
for existence that has been terrible and remorseless they have 
held their own by vitality and by adaptability. Also, to an ex- 
tent not adequately apprehended, they have been, unconsci- 
ously, eugenic breeders. By taboos and conventions, by pride 
and arrogance born of success, and by thle social exclusiveness 
of dominant classes, they have restricted hybridization and 
effectually prevented that miscellaneous and general amalgama- 
tion which the biologists call panmixia. Natural selection, 
therefore, has had not only individtuals but also relatively pure 
stirps to work on, with the inevitable consequence that, 
through an elimination of biologically inferior stirps as suck, 
energy, character and intelligence have been conserved for gen- 
erations. Whlether a subsequent indiscriminateness has now 
and then caused national decline, is a question more difficult to 
answer. The one certainty is that, irrespective of theories, the 
instinct of persistently vigorous peoples has been against it, as 
it is now in England, Canada, Australia and the United States. 

True also, as far as it goes, is a psychological theory of hiis- 
tory that lhas never yet been well formulated. It is not well 
described as a theory of collective self-determination, although 
that phrase is not wholly inaccurate. The historical peoples 
have been capable of imagination and of persistent exaltation. 
They lhave seen visions and dreamed dreams. They have been 
aroused by entlhusiasms. Much that they have seen has been 
hallucination, and often their enthusiasm has gotten out of 
hand, but among their visions have been discoveries and in- 
ventions, and among their exaltations have been heroic devo- 
tions. Supreme among these, as a factor in human achieve- 
ment, has been the devotion of a few peoples, of whom the 
Greeks were first in time and in degree, to an intellectualized 
civilization. 

An anthropological theory of history that of late has been a 
factor in world politics has most misclhievously confounded bi- 
ological, psychological and cultural facts. Baltic stocks have 
displayed conquering energy and dominating will, but their 
culture has been derivative. Wherever they have gone they 
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have mingled with populations of predominantly Mediterranean 
characteristics and have assimilated a Mediterranean culture. 
It is preposterous to argue that the predominant part which 
composite populations so originating have played in history 
should or can be accounted for by hybridizing or by Baltic 
culture or by Baltic domination. It can be accounted for only 
as an exploitation of Mediterranean culture by Baltic energy 
civilized by the Mediterranean culture. Achievement is the 
historic work of races capable of ascendancy through culture. 

A sociological theory of history might be formulated buit has 
not been. The historical peoples most distinguished for achieve- 
ment have somehow been able more successfully than others to 
balance integral against partial interests, and individualism 
against collectivism. 

All of these theories of history are true, as far as they go, 
but not one of thiem accounts for history! One and all they ac- 
count for conditions that have shaped history, or, at best, have 
made it possible. Not one of them tells us why it has been 
actual. 

For, when all is said, history is human behavior. It is a 
stream of behavior, rising obscurely in time, making for itself 
a devious channel, fed by countless tributaries of collective ac- 
tion, and broadly flowing now into the mist that hides an un- 
explored hereafter. 

In part the historic behavior of men moving on together by 
thousands and by millions has been blindly instinctive. In 
part it has been a conscious but errant experimentation. Also 
in part (and increasingly) it has been an attempted and often 
a successful carrying-out of premeditated policies. These hiave 
been made by no one man, and for this reason, rather than for 
any "deterministic" reason, the great-man theory of history 
breaks down. They have arisen as visions in the minds of the 
men of vision and have then been taken over, with or without 
acknowledgment, by men of action. To convert them into 
collective behavior the men of action have "interested" and 
enlisted effective members of groups, classes, factions, parties, 
minorities and majorities, promising them substantial advant- 
ages. The combination has been a dynamic plurum: a," gang", 
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" ring ", or " junto" bent on "going somewhere" or " doing 
something ". Inasmuch as it has accomplislhed, first and last, 
infinitely more good than evil, let us give it a dignified and 
suitabie name. It has been a Composite Protagonist. To an 
appreciable extent it has "' made" history, proceeding deliber- 
ately, and by every art of persuasion, temptation, bullying and 
coercion known to man. It has started wars and class strug- 
gles. It has been self-renewing until supplanted by a rival, 
destroyed by failure, subjected by conquest or deposed by 
revolution. 

As participants in the behavior that is history the instinctive 
multitudes, the errant experimenters, the clear-eyed and far- 
seeing protagonists of premeditated policies have had in com- 
mon one trait besides their elemental human nature; or has it 
veritably been their human nature itself? Either way, they have 
been of one inclusive kind. Al/ have bee n adventurers. All 
have felt an urge and responded to it. They have dared and 
gone forth. They have listened to pipings and followed lures. 
They have dug for pots of gold; climbed purple mountains. 
They have fared on pilgrimages " to meet with joy" in any 
"sweet Jerusalem They have trekked and voyaged; have 
fought, and plundered and avenged. They have fashioned 
empires and d;smembered them. With infinite toil they have 
created social order, and in drunken deviltry have destroyed it. 
They have read the stars and rent the atom. 

History, then, is adventure, and the urge to adventure is the 
cause of history. This proposition is the kernel of my theory. 

Enfolding and sustaining it is the coefficient truth that some 
men, the daimones of our race, react to the urge promptly, 
abundantly, persistenitly, effectively, and in doing so pour or 
radiate a secondary or converted urge upon more sluggish men 
until they too react effectively. Paradoxically and amusingly 
this one specific affirmation of inequality among men is not 
denied by egalitarians. The wildest social lunatic has never 
imagined, or liar for a holy cause averred, that as adventutrers 
men are equal. On the contrary, each is more sure than of 
anything else in life, that he at least, is an adventurer of parts, 
destined at some time to lead a multitude of small adventurers 
-somewhere! 
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In sum, and to be severely scientific (as scientific as Mr. 
Adams is) equilibration of the urge to adventure and of reac- 
tion to it is the historically behavioristic mode of the degrada- 
tion of energy. 

As far as I can see there is one sufficient reason for being so 
accurate, and abbreviate. It is the short way to get back to 
history as reality, concrete and alive. As reality history is 
theme and story. The theme is actuality, the story what we 
make it. Scholarship-a kind of morality-has corrected our 
story of history in point of veracity, and (so all things work 
together for good to such as love truth) amazingly enriched it. 
Science has discovered and revealed actuality. Unspoiled by 
knowledge and unharmed by understanding, actuality is what it 
was to Odysseus and to Columbus; story is what it was to 
Herodotus and to Froissart. As actuality history has been and 
is, Adventure; as story it was and is, and to the end of time 
will be, the Great Romance.' 

I This article was in type before the publication of Mr. Wells's " research magnif- 
icent," The Outline of History, to which, therefore, no rererence could be' made. 

FRANKLIN H. GIDDINGS. 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. 
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